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WED  IN  THE  W I LD

IMAGINE AN EXPER IENCE AS MAGICAL AS THE LOVE STORY THAT
BROUGHT YOU HERE . . .

An intimate adventure for those pursuing that once-in-a-lifetime
wedding experience. With all the luxuries and curated experiences that
Nimmo Bay is renowned for, along with a personalized ceremony and
celebration, love in the wild has never been more perfectly coordinated.
 
Couples will work with our experienced trip designers to create a
bespoke multi-day elopement and honeymoon designed around their
unique interests and intentions. Picture a ceremony with a stunning
wilderness backdrop and exchanging your vows with Mother Nature as
your witness. Follow that with a luxurious dinner and add on a few days
of customized adventure experiences, wellness treatments, and
relaxation at the floating sauna and waterfall-sided hot tubs, before
retreating to your private cabin. The Nimmo Bay team will take care of
all the details so that you can simply enjoy the experience. We invite
you to focus on what matters most as you reconnect with nature, soak
in the wonders of the wild, and embark on your new adventure
together.
 
The enchanting wilderness of the Great Bear Rainforest naturally
awakens a newfound sense of inspiration. Celebrate your love story
nestled in nature, on the edge of extraordinary where dreams become
reality, and anything is possible. 



WED IN THE WILD ENHANCEMENT INCLUDES :

Guided day scouting for the elopement location prior to ceremony
The elopement ceremony:

Private location
Private server for champagne celebration and dining experience following the
ceremony
Small dessert (wedding cake)
Simple decorations
Transfers and guide to/from the ceremony location
Romance in the Wild Enhancement 
Officiant/JOP for the ceremony
Consultation with Officiant/JOP prior to trip
Nimmo Bay team to help plan, design and orchestrate the wedding
Pre-trip consultations with a Nimmo Trip Designer
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WED IN THE WILD ENHANCEMENT DOES NOT INCLUDE :

Standard inclusive package (must be booked with inclusive package)
Photographer or videographer
Hair and/or make-up services
Transfers for photographer, officiant, hair and/or make-up services
Musicians
Bouquet/boutonniere
Gratuities
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Brianna & Ryan

WED  IN  THE  W I LD

The team at Nimmo Bay must be mind
readers! When we decided to get
married at Nimmo Bay we didn’t
exactly know what we wanted or how
we wanted our day to play out. We fell
in love with the idea of eloping in the
wilderness and having our ceremony
on a floating dock and from that small
spark of a concept, the team at
Nimmo Bay designed the most magical
experience that perfectly married (pun
intended) our desire for privacy to
exchange our vows and a totally
unique location that we will remember
for our entire lives. I cannot imagine a
more amazing place to tie the knot
and I am so grateful that we trusted
the team at Nimmo Bay to turn our
vague ideas into magical realities. I
wish we could get married every year!

TEST IMONIALS



Kelsey & Dave

Our trip to Nimmo Bay was nothing short of magical. It is sprinkled everywhere you turn. Surrounded
by nature, submerged deep in the wilderness is a remote luxury resort. The incredible crew of ‘yes'
people are committed to making your dreams come true.
Each day we embarked on a new romantic experience. From private sauna docks in the bay, picnics in
the woods, cedar hot tubs at sunset, relaxing couples massage at the falls, and a private dinner for
two, our trip was filled with many one of a kind experiences. 

To elope together (not without our incredible photographer Erin Wallis) was what we had always
dreamed of, and Nimmo Bay was the perfect place to say I do. A helicopter tour filled with countless
waterfalls and endless expanses of white sand beach with no one's footprints but our own was an
exceptional way to spend our wedding day. Nimmo Bay and the outstanding people who make it all
happen, created an intimate experience that was easy going, worry free, and filled with special
surprises. A custom cake with champagne on the beach after our private vows, an unforgettable taste
of the coast while taking in the sights and sounds of the natural waterfall from our own private room
filled with rose petals and candles. These were just a few of the experiences Nimmo Bay has to offer.

If you’re looking for a perfect, beautiful, romantic location to say your I do’s, Nimmo is the place. Be
prepared for an incredible backdrop of natural beauty, an unbeatable culinary experience and a team
of people making your dream elopement a reality.
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When we talked about getting married, there were three things that were important to us. We didn’t want a
big, traditional wedding that we had to spend all year planning. We wanted the day to be a relaxing, intimate
celebration we would always remember. We wanted something that reflected us and allowed us to have quality
time with each other. 

Nimmo Bay exceeded our expectations in every way.

We didn’t have a plan when we arrived, but the Nimmo Bay team still delivered on a truly unique and romantic
experience. When you let go of expectations, it’s amazing what delightful surprises await. It was simultaneously
low-key and chill, yet high-key adventurous and luxurious.

The day after we arrived, we went “location scouting” around Nimmo Bay to find a place to hold our ceremony.
Within a 30 minute boat ride were remote islands with scenic mountains in the background, a floating sauna
that could be transformed for a wedding on the water, and a lush, green forest for a Fern Gully feel. While
beautiful, none of the locations felt quite right.

The image we couldn’t forget was the breathtaking view outside of our cabins. The tide ebbing to and from the
rocky shore up to our cabins with a layered landscape of evergreen trees in the background encapsulated why
we chose to elope here. 

We could see and feel the attention each of the staff members put into our wedding, from the handmade arch
to the last-minute hair and makeup assistance. It’s not everyday the chef is also the makeup artist at your
wedding! Every department of Nimmo Bay’s small team had a hand in our wedding.

We ended the day with a private crab boil dinner with a custom cake in the Cascade Room, just the two of us
with some music and candles in the background overlooking the waterfall. The whole day was a magical way to
get married from start to finish.
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Stacy & Vin 


